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Q: Esteemed Committee, we’ve dealt with    ̶which means I have asked questions about  ̶  predicting 

the past and the future, causing some headaches among other outcomes. Can you explain to us what the 

present means, and how the future and the past relate?    

C: We return to our bicycle wheel and spokes. Go to a point in time along a spoke. You will 

understand that as you gaze upon the specific spot on a spoke you’ve chosen for examination, you are 

not looking at a point-in-time; you are looking at a location.  

 

Time is the human Earth calendar. Where the spot or point you observe is placed on the Earth calendar 

is a human interpretation. A cat, a dog or any pet involved is unaware of the calendar, the day upon it or 

the position of hands on the dial of a clock or watch. The animal is entirely aware of its physical 

surroundings, usually also more aware of the energetic field surrounding all living things, especially the 

animal bodies and minds, so the idea such pet might be unaware is not accurate. Simply unaware of 

calendars, clocks and watches. Of the feeding dish it is most aware. 

 

Look again at your spoke spot chosen. Move to it and stay there. As we have explained, you may look 

one way along this spoke, or turn about to look in the opposite direction. You may label each direction 

as you please. You may label the Earth’s cloudless sky yellow, you may call the liquid flowing from a 

human bodily wound as green and you may dress your national team in orange even though your 

nation’s flag is red, white and blue. What matters is but general agreement.  

 

On Earth what you call the future requires your calendar, which requires the sun to rise, which requires 

Earth to rotate. As the Earth laps the central star, humans long ago discovered a pattern that repeats; 

the sun rises three hundred sixty five times before a re-set and new lap begin. 

 

Your bicycle wheel spoke is not on Earth’s surface with you; rotation and revolution create no calendar. 

This allows you to label the direction you look along the spoke, with the word you like. You can install a 

large sign with the word “Adelante” in large letters, including a big arrow. Along will come another 

observer who shall say this word means “backwards” in Spanish. On Earth this would be incorrect, but 

you are not on Earth, are you? 

 

From the Earth view, what lies along the spoke in one direction is the past, which makes the other 

direction the future. But where there is no Earth, no Earth requirement applies. 

 

Move to a different spot, on either the same spoke or upon another spoke. This does what? It creates a 

new “now”. From this next location, the labels of past and future can both be applied, or switched if one 

prefers. 

 

Any spot chosen along any existing spoke or spoke newly created, becomes now. All events leading 

away become either the future or the past.  

 

Do you all see how you control what you are doing right now, how this predicts the present?  

 

Because you predict the present, and because you freely move locations, you control what is seen as 

your past or as your future. 

 

All new events, new lives and ne happenings are automatically recorded for you to always see. When  

 



you decide to go over what has been automatically recorded, you will have it all unfold for you, no 

matter which label of now, future or past you choose to apply. 

 

You will note how the noun “present” means gift. The present is a gift you give yourself, but a gift which 

many others enjoy, often they enjoy more than you. Move yourself to a new now, to predict the present 

again, and another gift shall you deliver. 

 

Be well one and all, do return again. 

 

  


